
Resitza (Romanian pronunciation: [’re it ͡sa]) 
- archeological discoveries of the medieval locality (the 13th – 14th 

centuries): on the Hill of Lupac, westward of the present town of Resita (a 
church and a cemetery); 

- the modern town developed together with the iron plant beginning with 
1771; on the 3rd of July 1771 the two furnaces (“Josephus” and 
“Franciscus”) were set in work, on the right bank of the Barzava River; the 
subsequent strategies of the locality urban development were set by the 
great industrial companies there (dwellings, schools, hospitals, cultural 
units, etc.);  

- the first dwelling system developed on the hill nearby the plant (2 streets, 
the so-called “Randuri”/ Rows, still existing today); 

- the Court of Vienna was the first investor up to the middle of the 19th 
century when a privileged imperial company was created (StEG) in the 
Hapsburg Empire and covered also the former Vienna Court’s properties 
in the Banat: plants, mines, forests, localities, etc.(it was a joint Austrian-
French mining and railroad company. StEG built the Oravița-Baziaș line, 
1854, Romania's oldest railroad track, and also the Anina-Oravita oldest 
mountain railroad, 1863 / goods track/ - 1869 / humans track ); beginning 
with 1922, the company would change its owners and would be known as 
U. D. R. (Uzinele si Domeniile Resita/ Resitza Plants and Estates/; after 
1948, a Russian-Romanian shares company (Sovrom) took the place of 
UDR up to 1954; 1954 – 1992, the company, with two great branches 
(metallurgy and  engineering) was entirely a Romanian one; a Russian 
company became the stockholder of the metallurgy plans (in 2001), and a 
Swiss one of the engineering units (2002); 

- of a great importance may be the interest that the two above mentioned 
companies (StEG, UDR) manifested in an integrated development of 
plants, localities and natural environment they possessed ;  

- 1926, Resitza became an “urban commune”; 
- 1968, the town became the seat of the County of Caras-Severin (the 

county of Caraș-Severin is part of the Danube-Kris-Mures-Tisza 
Euroregion);  

 
OTHER DETAILS on: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Re 
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